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A Symbolic Motion Planning Approach for the Reach-avoid Problem
Laya Shamgah, Ali Karimoddini, Abdollah Homaifar
Abstract—This paper addresses the motion planning problem
for two autonomous robots (the defender and the attacker)
with competitive objectives, which are involved in a reachavoid scenario. This adversarial aspect of the game makes the
problem complex with high computational cost. To address
this problem, we propose a novel symbolic approach for the
robot motion planning and control of the robots, which can
effectively manage the complexity of the problem. The basic
idea is to partition the environment into convex regions, and
then, capture the desired objectives of the defender and the
adversarial behavior of the attacker with temporal logic formulas. We also use finite two-player zero-sum games as a tool
for the robot decision-making over the partitioned space. An
illustrative examples has been provided to detail the steps of the
proposed algorithm and the simulation results are presented
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
In robotics, traditional approaches can well address the
robot motion planning in which the robots are only required
to optimally transit from an initial region to the desired location while avoiding (static) obstacles. This problem has been
largely investigated in literature (See, e.g., [1], [2], and the
references therein). However, there are many applications
that are beyond this problem formulations, e.g., consider
a flight collision avoidance [3] or an air combat [4] that
requires the robots to move in an adversarial environment
to achieve a goal.
A common approach to address these problems is to
formulate them as a pursuit-evasion game in which the
players aim to either capture or avoid of capture. Some novel
methods are introduced to solve these pursuit-evasion games
[5]–[8].
A pursuit-evasion game is naturally an avoidance problem. Extending to a more general case by combining the
path planning problem with dynamic obstacle avoidance, the
problem becomes more complicated. Such complex problems can be addressed by reach-avoid games, in which an
attacker aims to reach a specific target, while evading from
its opponent, and a defender wants to avoid the attacker to
reach a target region by capturing the attacker.
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In [9] and [10], optimal paths are obtained while static
obstacles are avoided. In [11] and [12], a method is proposed
for robot path planning for avoiding dynamic obstacles. One
new approach to address reach-avoid path planning is to
formulate this problem as differential zero-sum games [13],
[14]. In these works using Hamilton-Jacobi reachability
analysis, the winning strategies for the players are obtained
as the solution of these games. In all of these techniques,
the high computational cost remains as a challenge, due to
the complex nature of the reach-avoid problem.
To address this problem, we propose a novel symbolic
motion planning framework which can effectively handle
reach-avoid problems within the context of hybrid supervisory control theory [15]. For this purpose, we formulate the
reach-avoid problem as a discrete game over a partitioned
environment. We then consider the decision making process
for the defender as a finite two-player zero-sum game over
the partitioned environment. This formulation allows the
defender to make high-level decisions about transiting to
the next adjacent region, based on the current positions of
the players, without the use of explicit prediction models or
imposing any limit on the players actions. Then, the desired
objectives of the defender and the adversarial behavior of
the attacker are captured by linear temporal logic (LTL)
[16], [17]. Reactive synthesis techniques [18]–[20] are then
applied to achieve winning strategies for the defender, satisfying the desired objectives. Finally, a hybrid controller is
designed to calculate continues control signals for driving
the defender over the partitioned game space. A similar
method can be applied for driving the attacker robot. An
illustrative example and simulation results are provided to
verify the proposed algorithm. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work on symbolic motion planning for reachavoid problem.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the reach-avoid problem is formulated. In section 3,
the behavior of the defender and attacker are captured by
LTL formulas followed by synthesizing an equivalent automaton, which satisfies the requirements of the formulated
reach-avoid problem. Section 4 describes the hybrid control
synthesis approach, and applies the proposed technique to
an illustrative example. In Section 5, we provide some
concluding remarks and directions for future work.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper the reach-avoid game is modeled with two
players: the defender and the attacker. The objective of the
attacker is to reach the target located in a known region,
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while avoiding the defender. On the other hand, the objective
of the defender is to capture the attacker to prevent it from
reaching the target. Here, the problem is to derive control
strategies, as continuous trajectories, for the defender to win
the game; however, with small changes, the method can be
analogously modified for the path planning of the attacker.
Consider the attacker and defender with following motion dynamics:
ẋ(t) = u(t) ∈ U ⊂ R2

(1)

where x(t) ∈ P ⊂ R2 is the position of the robot within the
game domain and u(t) is the control input.
Also, the game region P ⊂ R2 is assumed to be a convex
polygon partitioned into disjoint cells Pi,j such that:
P=

⋃

Pi,j

i∈{1,⋯,n}j ∈{1,⋯,m}

[Pi,j ∩ Pl,k = ∅ ⇔ (i, j ) ≠ (l, k )]

(2)

Initially, the robots are in either a specific region or a
group of possible initial regions.
What is needed further to describe the problem of robot
motion planning in reach-avoid game, is information about
the status of the game. It is assumed that robots have full observability of the position of each other. Similar to [18], we
define vectors A and D that contain the information about
the position of the attacker and the defender, respectively:
A = {ai,j } , i ∈ 1, . . . , n; j ∈ 1, . . . , m
D = {di,j } , i ∈ 1, . . . , n; j ∈ 1, . . . , m

x(t) ∈ R2 satisfying the objective for the defender, which is
to prevent attacker from reaching the target cell.

3. Players’ Behaviors
To capture the desired behavior of the defender and the
adversarial behavior of the attacker, we use linear temporal
logic (LTL) formulas [17]. The LTL formulas (ϕ) are constructed over a finite set of atomic propositions (Σ) using the
standard boolean operators (negation (¬), disjunction (⋁),
conjunction (⋀)), and the temporal operators (next (◯), until
(U), eventually (♦) and always ()).
ϕ ∶∶= p ∣ ¬ϕ ∣ ϕ ∨ ϕ ∣ ◯ϕ ∣ ϕ U ϕ

Because of the dynamic nature of reach-avoid problem,
we use a reactive formula in the form of Generalized Reactivity(1) (GR(1)) specifications [19] to specify the reactive
dynamics of the Reach-avoid game, as follows:
ϕ = ϕa → ϕd

(5)

where ϕa contains all the assumptions about the attacker and
its adversarial behavior, while ϕd represents the assumptions
on the defender and its desired behavior.
Now, similar to [18], we can define LTL formulas ϕa
and ϕd for the attacker and defender with the proposition
vectors A and D in the following structure:
α
α
α
ϕα∈{a,d} = ϕα
i ⋀ ϕt ⋀ ϕr ⋀ ϕg

(3)

where at each step of the game, only one of the elements
of these vectors is true and the rest are false. The index of
the true element is equivalent to the index of the cell where
the robots are located.
A snapshot of a reach-avoid game over an n × m partitioned environment is shown in Figure 1, in which the
defender is initially in region Pn,1 , the attacker is in region
P2,1 , and the target is located at region P1,m−1 .

(6)

where:
●
●

ϕα
i , α ∈ {a, d}, are boolean formulas characterizing
the initial positions of the attacker and the defender.
α
α
ϕα
t = ϕt,p ⋀ ϕt,win , α ∈ {a, d}, represent the transition rules of robots over the partitioned space based
on the information of the game at each step, where

–

–

Figure 1. The configuration of a reach-avoid game.

●

Therefore, the reach-avoid problem, which we are trying
to solve in this paper, can be defined as follows:

●

Problem 1. Consider the defender and attacker robots with
the given motion dynamics in (1). For a reach-avoid game
defined over the game region described in (2) and portrayed in Figure 1, design a controller to obtain trajectory

(4)

ϕα
t,p , α ∈ {a, d}, describe possible transitions
of robots during the game. Since the attacker
is not under our control, ϕat,p describes its
all possible transitions. However, for the defender, ϕdt,p will include only those transitions
that help the defender to compete with the
attacker and if the solution is feasible, win
the game.
ϕα
t,win , α ∈ {a, d}, describe those terminating
transitions for the players in case the game
is finished (either the defender successfully
captures the attacker, or the attacker reaches
the target).

ϕα
r , α ∈ {a, d}, describe the requirements that at each
time only one robot proposition can be true as each
robot cannot be in two regions at the same time.
α
ϕα
g = ⋀ ♦Ci , α ∈ {a, d}, represent the overall
objective for the robots, where Ciα are boolean formulas.

We now need to define all sub-formulas of ϕa and ϕd in
(5).
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3.1. Players’ Decision-making
We propose to utilize the game theory to help the
defender to optimally make its decisions during the game.
This can be done by constructing a finite two-player zerosum game to obtain the best decision at each step according
to the status of the game at that time. The objective function
of this game is defined as:
⎧
⎪
∞
if xka+1 = xkd+1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
if xka+1 = xt
(7)
Lk (uak+1 , ukd+1 ) = ⎨0
k+1
k+1
⎪
∥xa −xt ∥
⎪
⎪
otherwise
⎪
⎪
⎩ ∥xka+1 −xkd+1 ∥
where xt is the position of the target, and {uka+1 , ukd+1 }
is the strategy of the attacker and the defender based on
their current positions xka and xkd at k th step. In this zerosum game, the players share the same objective function
(7). However, the attacker wants to minimize the objective
function, while the defender wants to maximize it. By using
this game configuration, the defender will try to find its best
decision at each step to avoid the attacker from reaching
the target region. If the attacker and the defender are in the
same region (the attacker is captured by the defender), or
the attacker avoids the defender and reaches to the target,
the game is over.
According to [21], for any finite two-player zero-sum
game in matrix form, there is at least one security decisions
for the players to make, which assures that at each step, the
decision of robots cannot be empty:
Theorem 1. [21] In every matrix game M = {mij }, there
exists at least one security strategy for each player.
Example 1. Consider the reach-avoid game configuration
shown in Figure 2. The game environment is partitioned into
9 disjoint convex regions. Assume that the target is located
in P23 , and the initial positions of the defender and the
attacker are P31 and P11 , respectively. Requiring to stay
within the game domain and assuming that the players can
only go to their vertical or horizontal neighbors, and not to
diagonal ones, both players have two options: the defender
can go either right (P32 ) or up (P21 ), and the attacker has
to go either right (P12 ) or down (P21 ). Using the objective
function in (7), this game is modeled in a matrix form as
the following:
attacker

defender

Right

Down

Right

0.707

1.414

Up

1

+∞

For a game environment with n × m regions there are
totally (nm(nm−2)) zero-sum games that have to be solved
off-line, that will be used later for the on-line implementation of the algorithm. In fact, each of these zero-sum games
is representing a particular stage of the original reach-avoid
game, in which the defender has to make the best possible
decision about its next action based on the current information of the game. Once these zero-sum games were solved,
the results can be used for specifying the possible transitions
of the defender in ϕα
t as shown in (17). For these zerosum games, which are played at a particular time during
the reach-avoid scenario, we assume both players have full
information about the position of each other. By considering
the fact that robots can transit just to the adjacent regions,
they also are aware of the alternatives of each other. Although when we solve these zero-sum games, we assume
both players make their decisions simultaneously, when we
implement the proposed symbolic reactive control method,
the attacker does not necessary follow these decisions, but
the defender is forced to look at the attacker position at
each time, and follow these decisions asynchronously with
the attacker. This is in accordance with the logic of reachavoid problem, where the defender decisions depend on its
opponent behaviors.

3.2. LTL Task Specification
We now need to precisely define all LTL formulas
needed to construct (6). To illustrate the proposed idea, we
define the formulas for the problem in Example 1.
3.2.1. Attacker’s Behavior. The attacker’s behavior can be
described by ϕa = ϕai ∧ ϕat ∧ ϕar ∧ ϕag . To determine ϕai for
Example 1, we know that the attacker is initially in cell P11 ,
and hence, its variable a11 in vector A is true and the other
variables are false. This can be shown in the formula ϕai as
following:
ϕai = (a11 ∧ ¬a12 ∧ ⋯ ∧ ¬a33 )

The Nash equilibrium decision for this game is
(Right, U p) which is obtained by the following computations:
min max{0.707, 1.414, 1, +∞} = 1
max min{0.707, 1.414, 1, +∞} = 1

Figure 2. Reach-avoid game configuration of Example 1

(8)

(9)

In general, the initial position of the robots can be expressed
either as a specific initial region or a set of possible initial
regions.
ϕat represents the transition rules of the attacker over the
partitioned space based on the information of the game at
each step.
ϕat = ϕat,p ∧ ϕat,win

(10)
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To specify ϕat,p , since the attacker is not under our
control, the possible transitions for the attacker at each step
could be any of the adjacent cells of its current cell. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that players can only go to
their vertical or horizontal neighbors and not to the diagonal
ones. Therefore, for Example 1, ϕat,p will be as follows:
ϕat,p =[(a11 → (◯a11 ∨ ◯a12 ∨ ◯a21 ))
⋀(a12 → (◯a12 ∨ ◯a11 ∨ ◯a22 ∨ ◯a13 ))
⋀(a13 → (◯a13 ∨ ◯a23 ∨ ◯a12 ))
⋀(a21 → (◯a21 ∨ ◯a11 ∨ ◯a22 ∨ ◯a31 ))
⋀(a22 → (◯a22 ∨ ◯a21 ∨ ◯a12 ∨ ◯a32 ∨ ◯a23 ))
⋀(a23 → (◯a23 ∨ ◯a13 ∨ ◯a22 ∨ ◯a33 ))
⋀(a31 → (◯a31 ∨ ◯a21 ∨ ◯a32 ))
⋀(a32 → (◯a32 ∨ ◯a31 ∨ ◯a22 ∨ ◯a33 ))
(11)
⋀(a33 → (◯a33 ∨ ◯a23 ∨ ◯a33 ))]

To determine ϕat,win , it is assumed that if the attacker
wins the game, or in other words, if it reaches the target
cell, P23 , it must stay there. This is specified as below:
ϕat,win = (a23 → ◯a23 )

(12)

ϕar describes that at each step, only one of the propositions of attacker can be true. This assumption can be
achieved by disjunction of 9 temporal formulas as follows:
ϕar = [(◯a11 ∧ ◯¬a12 ∧ ⋯ ∧ ◯¬a33 )
⋁ (◯¬a11 ∧ ◯a12 ∧ ◯¬a13 ∧ ⋯ ∧ ◯¬a33 )
⋁ ⋮
(13)
⋁ (◯¬a11 ∧ ◯¬a12 ∧ ⋯ ∧ ◯a33 )]

No particular goal we can consider for the attacker as it
is out of our control leading to:
ϕag = ♦T rue

(14)

3.2.2. Defender’s Behavior. The defender’s behavior can
be described by ϕd = ϕdi ∧ ϕdt ∧ ϕdr ∧ ϕdg .
Since in Example 1, the defender is initially in cell P31 ,
ϕdi for this example will be:
ϕdi = (¬d11 ∧ ¬d12 ⋯ ∧ ¬d23 ∧ d31 ∧ ¬d32 ∧ ¬d33 )
ϕdt

(15)

captures the transitions of the defender:
ϕdt = ϕdt,p ∧ ϕdt,win

(16)

Since the defender is under our control, we design the
controller in a way that it plays its best action to win the
game if the solution is feasible. The best actions of the
defender have to be found through zero-sum games played
in Section 3.1 in an off-line way, and then, have to be
embedded in (16) for the online implementation. In Example
1, the zero-sum game is solved for the case that the defender
and attacker are in regions P31 and P11 , respectively, for
which, the best play of the defender was found to be d21 ,
meaning that we have to have [(d31 ∧ a11 ) → ◯d21 ) as a

part of ϕdt,p . We can solve the zero-sum games for all other
possible places of the attacker and the defender to find best
plays of the defender, which form the following formula:
ϕdt,p = [
⋀((d11 ∧ a12 ) → ◯d12 )
⋀((d11 ∧ a31 ) → ◯d21 )
⋀((d11 ∧ (a13 ∨ a21 ∨ a22 ∨ a32 ∨ a33 )) → (◯d21 ∨ ◯d21 ))
⋀((d12 ∧ a11 ) → ◯d13 )
⋀((d12 ∧ (a13 ∨ a22 ∨ a33 )) → ◯(d11 ∨ d22 ∨ d13 ))
⋀((d12 ∧ (a21 ∨ a31 ∨ a32 )) → ◯d22 )
⋀(d13 → ◯d12 )
⋀((d21 ∧ a11 ) → (◯d11 ∨ ◯d22 ))
⋀((d21 ∧ (a12 ∨ a31 ∨ a32 ∨ a13 ∨ a22 ∨ a33 )) → ◯d22 )
⋀((d22 ∧ (a11 ∨ a12 )) → ◯d12 )
⋀((d22 ∧ a21 ) → ◯d21 )
⋀((d22 ∧ (a13 ∨ a32 )) → ◯d32 )
⋀((d22 ∧ (a13 ∨ a22 ∨ a33 )) → (◯d12 ∨ ◯d21 ∨ ◯d32 ))
⋀((d31 ∧ a11 ) → ◯d21 )
⋀((d31 ∧ a32 ) → ◯d32 )
⋀((d31 ∧ (a12 ∨ a13 ∨ a22 ∨ a21 ∨ a33 )) → (◯d21 ∨ ◯d32 ))
⋀((d32 ∧ ¬a32 ∧ ¬a23 ) → ◯d22 )
(17)
⋀((d33 ∧ ¬a33 ∧ ¬a32 ) → ◯d32 )]

If the defender wins the game, which means that it
captures the attacker(both the defender and the attacker
are in the same region), defender must stay in its current
position. This is specified as below:
ϕdt,win = [((d11 ∧ a11 ) → ◯d11 )
⋀((d12 ∧ a12 ) → ◯d12 )
⋀((d13 ∧ a13 ) → ◯d13 )
⋀((d21 ∧ a21 ) → ◯d21 )
⋀((d22 ∧ a22 ) → ◯d22 )
⋀((d31 ∧ a31 ) → ◯d31 )
⋀((d32 ∧ a32 ) → ◯d32 )
⋀((d33 ∧ a33 ) → ◯d12 )]

(18)

ϕdt,s includes the assumptions on defender’s position
saying that it can only be in one region at each time. This
is realized by letting only one of the variables in vector D
to be true at each time as follows:
ϕdt,s = [(◯d11 ∧ ◯¬d12 ∧ ⋯ ∧ ◯¬d33 )
⋁(◯¬d11 ∧ ◯d12 ∧ ◯¬d13 ∧ ⋯ ∧ ◯¬d33 )
⋁ ⋮
(19)
⋁(◯¬d11 ∧ ◯¬d12 ∧ ⋯ ∧ ◯d33 )]
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The objective of the defender is to eventually capture
the attacker as specified in (20):
ϕdg = ♦[(a11 ∧ d11 ) ∨ (a12 ∧ d12 ) ∨ (a13 ∧ d13 )
∨ (a21 ∧ d21 ) ∨ (a22 ∧ d22 ) ∨ (a31 ∧ d31 )
∨ (a32 ∧ d32 ) ∨ (a33 ∧ d33 )]
(20)

Putting everything together, the overall specification for
this reach-avoid problem is ϕ = (ϕa → ϕd ), where ϕa and
ϕd are defined in Equations 6 and (9-20).

3.3. Synthesize of Automaton for LTL Specification
The formula ϕ is a reactive formula in the form of
Generalized Reactivity(1) (GR(1)) specifications [19]. In
[18], an algorithm is introduced to check if the GR(1) formula ϕ is realizable. If yes, then the algorithm synthesizes
an automaton which satisfies this formula. The synthesis
process is basically a game played between two players and
the winning condition is ϕ = (ϕa ⇒ ϕd ). The defender will
win the game if ϕ is true, and the attacker will win the game
if ϕ is falsified. We refer readers to [18] for detail steps. The
algorithm generates an input/output automaton [22], which
can be modelled by a tuple G = (R, r0 , A, D, δ, h) where:
●
●
●
●
●
●

R is the set of states,
r0 is the initial state,
A is the set of input (attacker) propositions,
D is the set of output (defender) propositions,
δ ∶ R × 2A → 2R is the transition relation,
h ∶ Q → 2D is the output function.

If the automaton is at state rk , a decision of the attacker
ak , as the input to G, causes the system to transit from rk
ak
to rk+1 , denoted by δ (rk , ak ) = rk+1 , and shown by rk Ð→
rk+1 . Starting from r0 , based on the observed sequence of
decisions of the attacker, {a0 , a1 , ⋯, an }, the automaton G
a0
a1
an
transits as r0 Ð→ r1 Ð→ r2 ... Ð→ sn+1 . The generated
output then will be h(r0 ), h(r1 ), ..., h(rn ) = d0 , d1 , ..., dn ,
with h(r0 ) = ∅ and h(rk ) = dk−1 . The formula ϕa , has
considered all possible transitions (decisions) of the attacker.
Therefore, all admissible sequences of attacker decisions result in sequences of defender’s actions which are guaranteed
to win the game.
Followed this procedure, the automaton is synthesized
for Example 1, and it is shown in Figure 3. For instance,
for a sequence of attacker decisions a11 , a12 , a22 , a32 , a33 ,
based on the synthesized automaton G, the defender plays
d31 , d32 , d33 , d22 , d33 , and wins the game.

4. CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS
As discussed in the previous section, by synthesizing the
automaton G, for any sequences of attacker’s decisions, the
defender takes a set of actions, which can be considered as
a discrete path. We now use our developed hybrid controller
[23] to convert the generated discrete path to smooth continuous signals driving the defender over the partitioned space.

Figure 3. Synthesized automaton for the specification of example 1

Due to the bisimulation relation between the original system
and its abstracted partitioned model, proven in [23], it can
be guaranteed that the generated continues signals preserves
the properties of the discrete paths.
The controller synthesis results for the scenario of Example 1, is demonstrated in Figure 4 and the designed
trajectories for defender against different behaviors of attacker has been shown. Based on the specification and the
derived automaton G, the control strategy is computed for
the initial position of region P11 for the attacker, and region
P31 for the defender. In 4(a) we consider that the attacker
behaves as shown with solid line, and visits the regions
{P11 , P12 , P22 , P32 , P33 }. The defender collects the information about the attacker position during the game which is
equivalent to the discrete path a11 , a12 , a22 , a32 , a33 . Using
the proposed symbolic motion planning approach to obtain
a strategy against the attacker behavior, the synthesized
automaton G generates the discrete commands (optimal actions) for the defender in the form of d31 , d32 , d33 , d22 , d33 ,
which are then translated to continuous signals, driving the
defender to go to {P31 , P32 , P22 , P32 , P33 } in order. As it
can be seen, the proposed algorithm is capable of creating
a winning strategy, and when the defender reaches P33 ,
the defender captures the attacker and wins the game. The
discrete path of the defender can be verified in automaton
G, shown in Figure 3, and its corresponding continuous
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[3]

[4]

[5]
(a) Attacker path:
(b) Attacker path:
P11 , P12 , P22 , P32 , P33 P11 , P21 , P31 , P21 , P22
Figure 4. Demonstration of the results of the proposed algorithm for a
reach-avoid scenario presented in Example 1. The results show strategies
of defender against different behaviors of attacker. Solid line represents the
behavior of attacker and dotted line shows the resulted strategy of defender
against the behavior of attacker.

[6]

[7]

[8]

trajectory is depicted in the Figure 4. Figure 4(b) shows the
result of same procedure for a different attacker behavior,
again confirming that the defender can win the game.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel, computationallyeffective symbolic framework to construct hybrid controllers
for autonomous robots involved in reach-avoid scenarios.
The proposed framework provided a formal algorithm to
obtain continuous trajectories for defending robot. In contrast to earlier approaches, this methodology considers less
restrictions on the robot motion and assumes no knowledge
about the model of the opponent is available. Moreover, due
to the abstract nature of the proposed symbolic approach,
it has less computational costs. The reactive nature of the
proposed framework allows the defender to automatically
react to the attacker’s actions and make best decisions.
Our future work include the extension of the proposed
framework to more complex scenarios and environments.
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